
 

Are you travelling from abroad? Here is some extra information that will help make your trip to WOO 

HAH! festival a lot more smooth. 

TRAVELLING FROM SCHIPHOL AIRPORT 

Once you have arrived at Schiphol Airport follow the signs that lead you to the trains. There are a 

couple of options you can choose from to get to the WOO HAH! festival grounds. 

From Station Schiphol Airport take the ‘NS Intercity Direct train’ to station Rotterdam Central. Please 

note that for this specific train you need to pay an extra supplement. Get out in Rotterdam Central 

and from Rotterdam Central you take the ‘NS Intercity’ to Station Breda and get out at Station Breda. 

From there you take the ‘NS Intercity’ to Eindhoven and get out at Station Tilburg. 

From Station Schiphol Airport take the ‘NS Intercity’ to Nijmegen and get out at Station Utrecht 

Central. From there take the ‘NS Intercity’ towards Maastricht and get out at Station ‘S-

Hertogenbosch. Then take the ‘NS Intercity’ towards Roosendaal and get out at Station Tilburg. 

From Station Schiphol Airport take the ‘NS Intercity’ towards Venlo and get out at Station ‘S-

Hertogenbosch. From there take the ‘NS Sprinter’ towards Dordrecht and get out at Station Tilburg. 

You can buy a ticket at one of the ticket machines. You can pay with debit card, credit card and coins. 

Depending on which option you choose it will take you around one and a half hours to get to Tilburg 

Central. From there you can take the shuttle service between Tilburg Central station and the WOO 

HAH! festival grounds. Keep this in mind so you don’t miss any performances! 

TRAVELLING FROM EINDHOVEN AIRPORT 

Once you have arrived at Eindhoven Airport follow the signs that will lead you to the bus area. There 

are two options you can choose from to get to the WOO HAH! festival ground. 

From Eindhoven Airport take the bus towards Eindhoven Station. Get out at Eindhoven Station and 

follow the signs to get to the train area. Take the ‘NS Intercity’ towards Breda and get out at Station 

Tilburg. 

From Eindhoven Airport take the bus towards Best Station. Get out at Best Station and follow the 

signs to get to the train area. Take the ‘NS Sprinter’ towards Tilburg Universiteit and get out at 

Station Tilburg. 

You can buy a train ticket at one of the ticket machines and for the bus you can buy a ticket from the 

bus driver (these prices vary, but make sure you have about €6 – €7 euro cash for a bus ticket). You 

can pay for your train ticket via debit card, credit card and coins.  Depending on which option you 

choose it will take you around one and a half hours to get to Tilburg Central. From there you can take 

the shuttle service between Tilburg Central station and the WOO HAH! festival grounds. Keep this in 

mind so you don’t miss any performances! 

MORE INFORMATION 

All the information about public transportation in The Netherlands can be found on www.9292.nland 

www.ns.nl. These websites also have app’s that you can download so you can easily plan your trip to 

WOO HAH! Both airports, most train stations and trains have Wi-Fi for you to check the train times 

and see from which platform the trains depart from. 

http://www.9292.nl/
www.ns.nl

